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Abstract 

 

 The early 1800s Mexican history and politics is engulfed with unstableness and a 

swinging door at the position of presidency. The U.S./Mexican relations at the time are just as 

tense and complicated. The one person who is in the middle of the politics and international 

relations is Mexican General Antonio Lopez De Santa Anna. He is a pivotal figure in 

Mexican/U.S. relations during much of the 1800s. However, his motives for rising to power and 

leading Mexico through multiple wars. Are his motives for country or self? Is he a caudillo or 

patriot? This paper gives an in depth look at his life and actions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 The Mexican-American War occurred between the years of 1846 and 1848. This conflict 

between the United States and Mexico is a complicated affair fought over land claims, United 

State’s Manifest Destiny, and the struggle between Texas and Mexico. However, this war is very 

often depicted through United States leaders and a United States point of view. This paper will 

be looking at the war through a more Mexican point of view, more specifically the life and 

actions of Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, who was the President of Mexico and the Leader of its 

military forces during the war. Santa Anna was in power when Mexico acknowledged Texas as a 

sovereign nation after it lost in the Texas Revolution. Santa Anna signed the treaty and was 

exiled in shame afterwards. However, Santa Anna returned to power, with the help of President 

Polk of the United States, to defend Mexico against the United States invasion during the 

Mexican-American War. The question this paper will be answering is whether Santa Anna was a 

Mexican patriot who only came to power to save his country, or was he an early rendition of a 

Caudillo, a military dictator in South America, and rose to prominence to defend Mexico in an 

attempt to regain his former power and control. Santa Anna’s autobiography, other biographies, 

and supporting books and articles will be used to answer the central question.  

 In the early 1800s, a new idea began to emerge and take shape in the American mind. 

This idea was claimed as Manifest Destiny, and it was the belief that Americans had the right 

and duty to spread their great nation to the Pacific coast. The Louisiana Purchase gave the United 

States large swaths of land, but much of the west was still owned by Spain. However, Spain was 

dealing with a war against Napoleon and Mexico began a war for independence that ended in 

1821. This made Texas and much of the land in the western part of what is now the United States 

Mexican territory. The new Mexican government was fragile and not economically stable. It also 

now had a very large country with large sections of land uninhabited. This included much of the 



 

 

Texas territory. Therefore, it adopted a policy of pushing for American farmers and citizens to 

settle there. However, as a larger portion of Americans moved in, they began to want to break 

from Mexican governmental control. Mexico was concerned with American immigration into 

Texas and began to concentrate more control over the territory. Sam Houston and other 

inhabitants began to feel they were being mistreated and adopted a plan to become a state in 

order to gain more rights. An example of this can be found in Albert Nofi’s, a historian and 

author of “Alamo and the Texas War of Independence, September 30, 1835 to April 21, 1836: 

Heroes, Myths, and History,” statement, “He agreed that the Texans had much to complain 

about, and that a ban on further immigration from the United States was perhaps unfair. 

However, when, soon afterwards, Austin presented this proposal to Gomez Farias, the Acting 

President proved notably uninterested. Indeed, he was openly opposed to the notion.”1 After this 

plan failed, people in Texas began to support the idea of an independent Texas, free from 

Mexican rule.  

 The Texas War of Independence began on October 2, 1835 when settlers became 

dissatisfied with ineffective Mexican rule and decided to fight for a Republic of Texas. The 

Mexican Army sent Santa Anna, who led a large force and pushed the Texas revolutionaries 

close to the brink of defeat. This was until Sam Houston rallied his men, trained them, and 

surrounded Santa Anna’s forces capturing him in the process. The Texas revolutionaries forced 

Santa Anna to remove Mexican forces from Texas and grant Texas its freedom. Santa Anna 

returned to Mexico in disgrace and was exiled by his people. Mexico rejected Texas’ claims to 

independence and their continued to be tension between the two nations. These tensions came to 

a boiling point when Texas was annexed by the United States and became the 28th state. Mexico 
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rejected this, still believing that the treaty signed giving Texas its freedom wasn’t legal, and sent 

troops to Texas to assert its border and authority of its territory. Polk had foreseen this and had 

an army waiting to be attacked, causing Mexico to start the war and not the United States. The 

Mexican American war had begun, and Polk had another plan to end it quickly. He found Santa 

Anna in Cuba and arranged for him to be sent back to Mexico to organize a peace between the 

two nations in favor of the United States. However, once Santa Anna had arrived back in Mexico 

he took control over the weak government and lead an army against the United States as 

Mexico’s savior. Santa Anna was mostly successful until he was defeated again at the hands of 

the Americans. The United States now had the areas of New Mexico, Arizona, and California 

from the end of this war. Santa Anna went into exile again until the 1850s when he was brought 

back to rule by the conservative government.  

 Throughout these two major conflicts and much of the first half of the nineteenth century, 

Santa Anna plays a pivotal role in Mexico’s history and U.S./ Mexican relations. He comes to 

power, leads armies to defeat, and goes into exile; only to come to power again over Mexico’s 

fragile government of the time. This charismatic leader comes to defend his nation multiple 

times only to be defeated. However, his ability to gain the support of the people allowed him to 

regain his power multiple times. In “Fashioning a New Nation”, Christon Archer explains, “his 

opportunistic politics made him a Liberal, Conservative, and uncrowned king.”2 Santa Anna 

always comes back to defend his country in multiple conflicts. However, it is questionable 

whether or not he is defending Mexico for the love of his country or taking advantage of 

opportunistic political situations in order to gain or regain power. The statement from Archer 

points out that his political affiliations changed throughout. This could show Santa Anna was an 
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opportunistic politician and not a Mexican patriot. However, a background of Santa Anna is 

needed in order to fully understand his motives. 

 Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna was born to a Spanish family in the Alva Province in 

Mexico on February 21, 1794. His family was well respected and they put him through school 

when he became old enough. However, he was not much of a student or businessman, so he 

eventually settled on a life in the military.3 Santa Anna entered the military at a time when many 

Mexicans didn’t think Spain had its best interests and there were rumblings of independence. 

Santa Anna was part of the royalist faction of the army at first and found success. He was 

eventually promoted to captain and by 1816 he was a lieutenant. While in the military Santa 

Anna went through many hardships including harsh environments and seeing death all around 

him. Wilfrid Callcott, author of Santa Anna: The Story of an Enigma Who Once Was Mexico, 

stated “Experience, hardship, the desert heat of the north and the noxious coasts and jungles of 

Veracruz province had made him a man. In addition, he was a man trained in a ruthless and 

brutal school where fear was the chief taskmaster, where morality and ethics were largely 

unknown and where the end was held to justify the means.”4 These early years where Santa 

Anna rose through the ranks fighting rebels and bandits, for the Royalists, defined him as a man 

who knew the ends justified the means and doing whatever was necessary to win and get to the 

top was the only way to survive. However, he would only fight for the Royalists for so long. 

 The revolutionary forces were growing, after a tax from Spain forced many former loyal 

officers to the side of the rebellion, and soon Santa Anna found himself fighting their forces. 

Santa Anna was not affected by the new tax based on his family’s status, but the rebellion was 

                                                 
 3 Wilfrid Callcott, Santa Anna: The Story of an Enigma Who Once Was Mexico, Norman, OK: University 
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seeking his support due to his military prowess. Soon, the rebels convinced him to switch sides 

and they promoted him to Colonel. Santa Anna was very successful leading armies for the 

rebellion and was an integral part in Mexico’s independence. Santa Anna became acting 

governor of Veracruz and soon used the militia to fight and defeat Spanish forces. Mexico, in its 

independence, elected Vicente Guerrero as its president. Guerrero was in office when Santa 

Anna defeated the spaniards at Tampico and was weary of this rising hero. Callcott defends this 

notion in his statement, “Guerrero considered Santa Anna had been too liberal in the terms 

granted to the Spaniards and was beginning to fear this man so proudly playing the hero, but all 

he could do was to acquiesce in the honors paid while he dryly remarked that he would probably 

have to hang him yet.”5 This statement shows how Santa Anna was becoming more and more 

famous amongst the Mexican people with his military victories and political leaders were 

starting to take notice.  

 Mexico continued to be a fragile state run by a government with a revolving door for 

president. Every time a president was elected, they were deemed unfit or overthrown very shortly 

afterwards. After Santa Anna’s early military campaigns he retired to his estate for a couple of 

years. However, this was not permanent for he was called to lead a rebellion against the 

government in charge in the 1830s. He and his rebellion overthrew the government and he then 

set his eyes on becoming president himself. This is explained in Oakah Jones’, a historian and 

author of Santa Anna, statement “Having succeeded in overthrowing Bustamante and achieving 

the goals of the Plan of Zacatecas, Santa Anna now retired to Manga de Clavo to await the call to 

presidency, which he felt certain would result from the voting arranged for March.”6 Santa Anna 

became president of Mexico on April 1, 1833. He would be the sitting president when Texas 
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turned to revolt in its fight for independence. Santa Anna decided to come out of retirement and 

lead an army to put down the rebellion. This was seen as heroic, but very quickly his force ran 

into financial troubles. The Mexican government had not allocated enough money for this force. 

Santa Anna sold some of his estate to fund his army until outside funds arrived. He had success 

in Texas at first, winning battles such as the Alamo. However, eventually Sam Houston 

surrounded his army and Santa Anna was forced into surrender. Santa Anna returned home after 

months in prison a disgrace to his country.  

 At his estate, another opportunity arose for Santa Anna to regain military and political 

prominence once again. In 1838, the French were attacking a port in Mexico in what today is 

called the Pastry War. Santa Anna, fearing Mexico’s independence was at stake rushed to defend 

his country. Santa Anna defended Veracruz heroically, but was soon wounded in the leg and had 

his left leg amputated. Jone’s explains how Santa Anna coming out of retirement to defend his 

country and being wounded affected his legacy in Jones’ statement “Having not only resisted the 

hated foreign intruder but also having been shattered in body defending the homeland, Santa 

Anna was now a living martyr.”7 Santa Anna coming back into favor with the Mexican people, 

was appointed interim president on March 19, 1839 when current president Bustamante left to 

put down an uprising. Bustamante failed in locating the rebellious leader, but Santa Anna heard 

of a rebellion forming and lead an army to defeat it. Santa Anna in defeating this rebellion only 

secured more faith and support in his ability to lead Mexico.  

 Santa Anna was an incredibly important figure in Mexican history and in Mexico/U.S. 

relations during this time. His rise and fall from power pushed him to the forefront of two wars 

and countless political interactions. However, his ability to come back to power through his 

popularity of the people calls into question his motives for his thirst for power. Many people in 
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Mexico and countless historians see him as a traitor to Mexico and only became president 

multiple times for power and wealth. However, there is also an argument made that Santa Anna 

became president multiple times to lead the army and defend Mexico against foreign nations and 

domestic perturbation. An examination of these two arguments is needed to understand the true 

nature of Santa Anna’s motives. 

 Santa Anna led Mexico as its president or leader multiple times and he gained much 

wealth and fame during his different reigns. Many historians would point to his accomplishments 

and ruling style as being an early rendition of a caudillo. Caudillos come to power in politically 

unstable environments where they can control the country through the military. This is explained 

in the definition “politically unstable conditions and the long experience of armed conflict led to 

the emergence in many of the new countries of strongmen who were often charismatic and 

whose hold on power depended on control over armed followers, patronage, and vigilance.”8 

Santa Anna meets all of the requirements for a caudillo. He started low in military ranks because 

he did not have the educational capabilities to excel in school. He moved his way up through the 

ranks with hard work and charisma. Callcott explains how Santa Anna was efficient and well 

liked by his superior officers in the statement, “Beyond doubt, an enthusiastic young man was 

meeting with the approval of his superior officers. But success in this reckless and bloody 

warfare for a lad of eighteen presages ill for old Mexico if the lad, become a man, should employ 

the same principles on a national scale.”9  Callcott is eluding to Santa Anna’s ability to win over 

his superiors and succeed in chaotic and bloody warfare. These abilities allow him to rise to 

power later in his life. He uses the military as a tool to gain respect and followers. The wealth 

and land he gained, the use of military to seize control and keep it from opposing leaders within 
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the country, and the political nature of him controlling Veracruz, Mexico’s most prominent port, 

all lead to the fact that he was a charismatic, militaristic leader who seized control over the 

country when the opportunity presented itself.  

 The main aspect of a Caudillo is the use of the military to seize control of a country. 

Santa Anna takes over as president of Mexico five times in his lifetime and he uses his military 

background or the military itself to seize control every time. Santa Anna’s first term as president 

was gained by a revolt that he lead. Santa Anna opposed Bustamante’s centralist government and 

seized the opportunity given to him by taking control over Veracruz and leading the revolt. Will 

Fowler explains how Santa Anna gained support for the revolt in the statement “He also made it 

known that he feared Bustamante’s administration was attempting to overthrow the federal 

Constitution. This was to prove an effective way of mustering support against the government, 

even if it was not an entirely truthful allegation.”10 Fowler’s statement shows that Santa Anna 

took advantage of the unpopular government and played on people’s fears and admiration for the 

military hero he was. Santa Anna’s revolt was successful; however, after he took Mexico City he 

retired to his hacienda claiming his work was done and elections would take place to find the 

new ruler. Not surprisingly, Santa Anna was elected president in the elections, but did not return 

to Mexico City, leaving political operations in the hands of his vice president Gomez Farias. The 

Mexican congress at the time was radical and unstable. Many historians believe that Santa Anna 

let his vice president rule momentarily waiting for the unstable government to implode, leaving 

the blame on someone else and having Santa Anna come in as the savior again.11 Albert Nofi 

explains in his statement “Santa Anna’s gesture raised his popularity even more, but as a well 

calculated political move; whoever was President of Mexico was not likely to remain popular 
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very long, since the problems of the country were overwhelming.”12 Santa Anna knew that the 

government was too unstable to successfully lead it at the time. His actions proved correct, for 

Farias’ sweeping reforms made him very unpopular with many Mexicans. Also, his government 

proved to be ineffective. Nofi explains how Santa Anna waited for Farias’ political ruin and 

moved in when the opportunity arose in the statement “Still legally President, Santa Anna made 

a triumphal march on Mexico City and removed Gomez Farias from office. Invoking the 

emergency provisions of the Constitution of 1824, he began to rule by decree, dissolving 

Congress, rescinding Gomez Farias’ anti-clerical legislation and canceling other liberal 

legislation as well.”13 Santa Anna’s takeover was timely and opportunistic, it was also the start of 

many to come. 

 Santa Anna remained in power, putting down multiple small rebellions and taking full 

control over the army. When Texas turned to revolution, Santa Anna was quick to take full 

command over the military and lead a campaign into Texas. This was not necessary for the 

sitting president to do so, but Santa Anna knew keeping Texas was vital to his rule and he 

wanted to be the one to lead the military to victory. However, Santa was to lose the Texas 

Campaign and return home a failure. He retired to his hacienda only to come back into the 

limelight during the Pastry War with France. He succeeded in defending Mexico against 

France’s attack on Veracruz and returned a hero again, erasing the people’s memory of his 

campaign in Texas. He became again only to be eventually ousted by Herrera and sent to Cuba in 

exile. Santa Anna’s time in Cuba was marked by secret meetings with advisors sent by the U.S. 

president James K. Polk. Polk wanted to send Santa Anna back to Mexico to create divisions 
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within the Mexican government. This would make it easier for the United States to create a U.S. 

friendly agreement with Mexico over California and Texas. However, Santa Anna kept the 

money given to him and used to United States transport back to Mexico only to regain power and 

defend Mexico against the United States.  

 Santa Anna would eventually lose the Mexican American War and would return home 

embarrassed and shamed once again. However, his rise and falls and subsequent rising again 

mark how tactical he was in seizing opportunities and taking advantage of the political 

atmosphere he lived in. His use of the military and outward attitude towards government made 

him a hero in the people’s eyes. Fowler explains how Santa Anna was able to return after his 

multiple fall from graces in the statement,“Evidently he was an immensely skillful politician, 

able to play off rival factions and generals against each other and to turn their disputes to his 

advantage. He had learned that in the context of the fraught and bitter political disputes of the 

early national period, the best way to overcome party factionalism was to appear to assume 

power reluctantly.”14 

 The resounding evidence supports that Santa Anna was an early rendition of a caudillo as 

many historians support. However, there is a counter argument that states Santa Anna only came 

to power when Mexico was in need of a strong leader to guide it out of danger and despair. Santa 

Anna was democratically elected in all of his reigns as president and often stepped down from 

power, which is not a sign of a true caudillo. Also, in his initial rise to power, he opposed 

accusations of his attempt to overthrow the government and even outwardly opposed 

overthrowing a democratically elected official in general. This can be seen in Callcott’s 

statement, “ He maintained that Guerrero had been elected by the constituted authorities with no 

single delegate protesting the legality of the proceedings, and that to start a revolution on the 
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ground of illegality when the Executive had already served for a year was preposterous.”15 One 

could argue that he didn’t wish for his role as leader of Mexico, every time he had a clear path to 

seizing control, he retired to his hacienda and let the people vote him in. Examples of him 

stepping down from power include after the Texas Revolution, before he was exiled to cuba, and 

after the Mexican American War. He did not attempt to keep his power through military force or 

other means when he failed, he stepped down to allow others to have a chance at leading 

Mexico.  

 Him stepping down from president is an indication that he didn’t have a thirst for power, 

but many of his actions were results of defending his home country against foreign invaders. In 

the Texas revolution, he left Mexico City to lead the army himself against the Texas 

revolutionaries. He could have stayed in the capital and let another general; however, the 

argument could be made that he felt that it was his duty to lead the army in defense of his nation. 

Another time came out of retirement was to defend Veracruz against the French in the Pastry 

War. He was cited as being brave and daring. He even lost his leg in the ensuing battle. He had 

no intentions of being involved in politics after the Texas revolution debacle, but his country was 

in need so he left his hacienda and lead a defense against the French. Lastly, when he was in 

exile in Cuba he was brought back to Mexico by President Polk to help the United States reach a 

friendly agreement with Mexico. However, Santa Anna tricked Polk and instead used the money 

he gave him to fund a Mexican defense against the United States. Santa Anna during this stated 

“The United States were deceived in believing that I would be capable of betraying my mother 

country. Before such a thing could happen, I would rather be burnt on a pyre and that my ashes 
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were spread in such a way that not one atom was left.”16 Santa Anna showed time and time that 

he would put his life on the line to save his mother country. Not even the United State could 

make him betray Mexico.  

 Santa Anna is a controversial figure in Mexican and United States history. He fits all of 

the characteristics of an early rendition of a caudillo, and yet he came to the defense of his 

country multiple times when they needed him most and never stayed in power for extended 

periods of time. Patricia Thompson, a historian reviewing a Santa Anna biography, stated “Santa 

Anna lined his own pockets at every turn, and bought enough haciendas near Veracruz to 

become its greatest landowner, employer, protector, and benefactor. Yet, he spent his own funds 

to arm and clothe the military when necessary.”17 This statement shows that Santa Anna may 

have benefitted from becoming Mexico’s leader multiple times, but there was a part of him that 

truly believed in protecting his home country of Mexico. This is shown through his funding of 

the military multiple times and how he left Mexico City to lead the army against foreign 

invaders, rather than stay in Mexico City and remain ruler. He put his life on the line and could 

be considered a true patriot in Mexican history. However, at the same time he relished in the 

fame and glory the people gave him. He attained his power to gain wealth and admiration. Santa 

Anna is a political figure that is a definition of the time and place he lived in. The unstable 

political atmosphere of Mexico at the time and the heated Mexican/U.S. relations allowed for 

situations that he could take control of the country because of his military prowess and 

popularity amongst his people.  
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